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rage 3

1 [there was a second addendum to the presentence report, then a

2 [| third addendun to the presentence report.

3 I received an initial sentencing memorandum from

4 flue. kelly's previous tawyer, Hs. Sonya scott-vix, that was

5 [| £11ed pack in August of 2015, and then attached to that was a

6 [| number of 1otters that were on the defendant's benalf. And

7|| then mr. Adamo himself submitted a sentencing memorandum as

8 flwers. rets 2655 on the record.

s The government initially filed, first, a motion under

10 [[ sk == that's document 2200 -- and then an initial sentencing

11 [[ memorandum back tn August of 2015. And then they supplemented

12 [ic set's actually called an Amended Sentencing Memorandum, from

13 [| February the sth of this year. It's Document 2864. And then

14 [|r. adams £110d a response to thar filing.

15 And then in addition to that, I have received just a

16 [| number of other correspondence, whether it was by way of

17 [| terror, email, voice mails, et cetera. And those are all set

18 [| forth in the records Docket Entry 2710; 2711; 2727: 2720; 2723;

19 [| 2847; 2654; 2650; 2061 was a spiral bound kind of notebook that

20 flwas a compilation of comments that were culled from

21 fluc. kelly's, I guess, social media accounts and sort of put in

22 flone handy packet for mes 2862 is another compilation of many,

23 fl many letters that we have received over the last several

24 flmontne; 2065; 2867; and 2668.

2s So that's the totality. I believe, that delineates what I

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RNR
(219) 952-3462 - stacy_drohoskydinnd.uscourts.gov
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1 [| nave received and reviewed in advance of the nearing reday.

2 And then, actually, I should note just this morning I

3 [received a voice mati fron kin unizaker of cherokee, Iowa, ang

4 [[ she made known to me what her opinions were on the case.

5 So I have brought that out here to share with you; but

6 [| susc by way of fun) assciosure, 1 received thar.

7 So, Mr. Nozick, does that sound like a fair summary of the

8 [| material that's been presented to re for my consideration for

9 [| sentencing today?

10 MR. NOZICK: It does, Your Honor.

1n THE COURT: How about from your perspective,

12 [[mr. Adams, does that sound like a fair summary --

13 MR. ADAMS: Yes, Your Honor.

1 THE COURT: -- of what I have?

1s All right. Mr. Adams, can I assume that you have had an

16 [| opportunity to sit down with your client and thoroughly review

17 [| the contents of the presentence report and those various

18 [| addenda sometine before the hearing today? i

19 MR. ADAMS: We did, Your Honor, yes.

20 THE COURT: Is that true, Mr. Kelly? Did you have a

21 [| chance to do chat, sixz

22 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir.

23 THE COURT: All right. Nr. Nozick, can I presume you

24 || nave also reviewed the presentence report prior to the hearing

25 || today?

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohoskydinnd.uscourts.gev
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1 || withazaving these objections.” But I have no idea whether you

2 [| intend to press those objections or not.

3 I will note that in the plea agreement they wore agreed

4 [| co, so why don't you tell me -- let's use that as the jumping

s [| ote point mere.

6 Do those remain contested issues?
2 MR. ADMMS: No, Your Honor, they do not. Since

8 [| ur. Kelly agreed to this in the plea agreement in June 2017, I

5 [| don’ believe there's a basis to object to them now in the PSI,

10 [| so we are not raising those objections.

1 THE COURT: Okay. So I will show objections number

12 [| one and number two as being withdrawn.

13 The third objection deals with whether or not Mr. Kelly

14 [| should be assessed an aggravating role under 381.1. This, of

15 [| course, 1s an upward movement in the guidelines, and the burden

16 [| wourd ve on the government.

17 So, Mr. Nozick, tell me, you know, what I can expect to

16 [| near as it relates to that issue and proof as it relates to

15 [| ehae.

20 MR. NOZICK: Your Honor, I had a discussion with

21 [| detense counsel yesterday on the phone, or a number of them, to

22 [| neip, sort of, hone us in on what's actually being disputed.

23 [| uy understanding is he's waiving that objection as well. The

24 [| defendant has admitted to holding different positions in the

25 || Latin Kings, and 1 believe the only issue today is whether he

Stacy 1. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohoskyEinnd.uscourts.gov
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1 [| 10ses the points for acceptance of responsibility, as far as

2 || gusderines go.

3 So my understanding is there's no guideline dispute other

4 [| chan chree points for acceptance of responsibility based on him

5 [| being charged in washington b. c. at the u.s. Attorney's office

6 [| there and then just, sore of, argument.

7 As far as the objections --

s THE COURT: I'm surprised by that. Because I have to
s [| say, the evidence seems a 1icere bit weak about his aggravating

10 [[ rote, candiary.

1 MR. NOEICK: Judge, I will -- there is no evidence

12 [| that 1'm going to raise, other than what is in the PSR. We

13 [| courd review what is in the plea agreement, the plea

14 [| eranscript. Should we take a minute and take that out then?

15 THE COURT: Well, he certainly didn't admit to having

16 [ an aggravating role in the plea agreement.

17 MR. NOZICK: He didn't say, "I admit to aggravating
18 [[ rote, but ne said, "I admit" -- ur. Lanter laid out he was an

15| enforcer or an nca, et cetera, and he admitted to all those

20 [| faces, unten ts admitting to an aggravating role.

2 Judge, we could go back and look, but each and every

22 [| person who has held a role of a position in a chapter has

23 [| goteen an aggravating rote.

24 I mean, I see you shaking your head.

25 THE COURT: I'm not sure about that.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(215) 852-3162 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1 [| bear. maybe there's sturf in our prosecution memo. Again,

2 [[ since 1 was told this was being --

3 THE COURT: Let me see if I can cut through this.

4 [ze me tax to nr. Adams for just a second.

5 MR. WOZICK: Absolutely.

6 THE COURT: So you tell me, Mr. Adams. I was

7 [| prepared to deal with this objection. Did you advise -- are

8|| vou in agreement with what mr. nozick is saying here, that from

9|| your perspective ne did play a leadership role for that period

10 fl of time?

1 MR. ADAMS: Your Honor, it's my understanding -- I

12 || spoke with Mr. Kelly prior to this week -- that that was not

13 [| going to be an objection. I think his position has changed on

14 [| that, that he would like to object to this. Yesterday I

15 [| believed it was not going to be objected to. Today I think

16 [| that position has changed, so he would like to raise an

17 [| objection to the leadership role.

18 THE COURT: Then I'm going to give the government

19 || some time.

20 MR. ADAMS: For sure.

21 THE COURT: It's not fair to Mr. Nozick to, sort of,

22 ||pu2 the carpet out from under him --

23 MR. ADAMS: I agree.

24 THE COURT: ~-- when he was led to believe one thing

25 [| obviousiy.

stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
| (219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1 MR. ADAMS: I agree.

2 THE COURT: Mr. Nozick, I'm not trying to create

3 [| tssues here, but I walked out here thinking this was a

4 [| contested issue.

5 MR. NOZICK: Of course, Judge.

6 First, let me note, when you said, "I don't mean to be

7 [| argumentative,” you're the one in court that's allowed to ve

8 [| argumentative.

5 THE COURT: I'm trying to be polite though.

10 MR. NOZICK: I get it. I get it. I get it.

1 The second thing is, we can do it however you want. I

12 [| courd take a five-minute break and get a printout and tell you

13 [| who told us he held those positions.

1 We could either do it now or we could do some more of the

15 [| sentencing and then when you feel like we could use a break,

16 [| bathroom or whatever, then I could go and print it out and we

17 [| courd cizcie around and come back to that issue. However the

18 || court wants to handle it.

15 THE COURT: Okay.

20 MR. NOZICK: And there are, sort of, in betweens,

21 || right. sometimes people get a two-point enhancement, et

22 [| cetera. t's mot an all or nothing. I'm not going to argue

23 [| that he was a big leader in the Latin Kings, but he did hold

24 || positions. And for everyone that held a position, we did argue

25|| tat they get some points for ic.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRE, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohoskydinnd.uscourts.gov
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1 THE COURT: ALL right.

2 Mr. Adams, you were trying to get my attention. Did you

3 [| vant to say something?

a MR. ADAMS: Judge, may I have a brief moment to talk

s [| to ur. wozickz 1s tnat oxayz

5 THE COURT: Sure.

7 MR. ADAMS: Thank you, Your Honor.

8 (Discussion held off the record between counsel.)
s (The proceedings resumed in open court, reported as

10 follows:)

1 THE COURT: Did you want to address the Court,

12 [| ur. adams?

13 MR. ADAMS: May I, Your Honor?

14 THE COURT: Sure.
15 MR. ADAMS: Judge, I spoke with Nr. Nozick outside

16 [| suse now. I spoke with mr. Kelly prior to that and after, and

17 [| it's ur. Kelly's intention to waive any objection to the

18 [| enhancement in paragraph 26 of the PSI for the three-point

19|| enhancement for manager/supervisor.

20 THE COURT: Okay. Then I'll show objection number

21 || three in Document 1479 as being withdrawn by agreement. The

22 || defendant did play an aggravating role in the offense by way of

23|| being an organizer/leader or supervisor of an endeavor

24 || involving more than five responsible participants.

25 The next objection deals with behavior, it's called in the

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RHR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1| presentence report, and I really think this is kind of a

2|| misnomer. t's not really == I'm not being critical of

3 [|wz. Bosnjak, but I don't think it's a fair description. It is

4 [| offense venavior not part of relevant conduct.

s And it delineates a whole host of, you know, serious

6|| episodes involving the defendant that if they are true then

7 [f they would be rerevant conauct, as far as 1 can see.

8 I think what Mr. BoSnjak is really saying is that this is

9|| oztense benavior that he finds is not substantiated and that's

10 [| the reason it's not being scored under the guidelines, that

11 fl it's not fair to call it not part of relevant conduct because

12 [lif ne. kelly, for example, you know, with one of his

13 || co-defendants siack Tone kidnapped the owner of this liquor

14 [[ store and nerd nim, you know, as part of the conspiracy, well,

15| chat would plainly be relevant conduct. But I think what the

16|| probation office is telling me is that they didn't score it

17 || because they didn't find it was substantiated.

1 Mr. Nozick.

19 MR. NOZICK: Thank you, Judge.

20 I can't get in probation’s mind. The way I was reading it

21 fl was that since he was charged in the RICO -- strike that. He

22| vas charged with a drug conspiracy and not the RICO. I thought

23 [| chat mr. Bosnjak was saying it's stuff, it's violence, it's not

24 [| really germane to the count that he was charged with and pled

25 [| to. maybe 1 was, sort of, misreading it or reading too much

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1 fl neo se.

2 Tt is stuff that is germane to a drug conspiracy, right?

3|| 12 sevs rain King sture, violence, et cetera, it is germane to

4 || the drug conspiracy even though he's not charged in the RICO.

5|| However, it could == I'm not objecting that he's not scored on

6|| it, sot atan't object and say, you know, yes, it's germane to

7 || the drug conspiracy, I want points added for violence, et

8 || cetera. vou xnow, we could get very far in the weeds on some

9|| sentencing issues. 1 chose not to -- he's agreeing to a

10|f substantial amount of narcotics, which are driving the

11 [f sutderines.

12 So at this point those issues do not affect the sentencing

13 [| sutderines in that I nave not tried to hold him responsible for

13 [| that under the sentencing guidelines. It would be my burden to

15 || bring foren evidence on that. I am not.

16 Rs far as a legal matter goes, I don't think it's outside

17 [| che scope of the drug conspiracy and, you know, not relevant

18 [| conauee.

19 THE COURT: Sure.

20 MR. NOZICK: 1 get that the Court, as part of 3553

21 [land, sort of, the holistic approach, and you have said this

22||betore, even when stuff doesn't drive the guidelines, you would

23 [|15ke to know if it were true for the whole picture. And all I

24 | can say to that is the government is not presenting any other

25 [| evidence on that today or, obviously, at any time.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohoskydinnd.uscourts.gov
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1 To the extent you would want it fleshed out to have a

2 [ whole picture of the defendant, there's nothing else that the

3 || overnment is choosing to present on that, and it does not

4 [affect the sentencing guidelines.

s So in my mind it doesn't need to be litigated today unless

6 [| thie court needs to hear more on it, and I could have someone

7 fl £resn sx our.

® THE COURT: Mr. Adams, did you want to respond to

s| chace

10 MR. ADAMS: Yes. Thank you, Judge.

1 The way T read this nonrelevant conduct was that it was

12 [| unsubstantiated. 1 went back and looked at the proffers and

13 [| the discovery that were, sort of, tied to these allegations

14 [| starting in paragraph 35, and the conclusion I came to, too,

15 [| was that these were unsubstantiated claims, such that Mr. Kelly

16 [| participated in a kidnapping. Again, I don't have any proof of

17 [| that. The government had not raised it in their sentencing

18 [[memo. 1 nad not responded to it in our sentencing memorandum,

15 [| and 1 nad not considered it to be part of the 3553 factors that

20 [were driving the sentence.

zn I was going to address it at my sentencing speech,

22 || Your Honor, to the Court about Mr. Kelly's conduct. But a lot

23|| of this -- which would focus on -- a lot of this happened

24 || pre-2010. A lot of it's pre-indictment.

25 THE COURT: Okay.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 ~ stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1 nr. Nozick.

2 MR. NOZICK: If I could just add, Judge, I'm not

3 [saying that any of those cooperators are being untrutnul, put

4 [| sust so the court or the public doesn't have tne perception

5| thar we're retting him get away with all sorts of violent acts,

6 || + think tts unlikely we would be able to prove things such as

7 [| that kidnapping by a preponderance of the evidence and some of

8| the other things. 1 think it is unlikely that I would be able

3 [| to prove it, so 1 don't want the Court to have the impression

10 [[ that we're, sort of, letting him get away with other violent

1| acts.

12 THE COURT: The one I was interested in, if you can

13| £1esh it out for me, is the one dealing with Jeremy Farmer. Do

14 || you have any additional information on that?

15 MR. NOZICK: Judge, again, this is going to be one I

16|| nave to go back. You have to realize -- I know we are set for

17 [| sentencing today, but there are so many facts and so many

18 [| episodes.

13 THE COURT: I totally appreciate that. What I'm

20 [| trying to do -- listen, there's a reason we have addendums and

21 [| facts get objected to. And in my way of thinking, if they're

22 [| going to be presented to me, I need proof. Otherwise, I'm just

23 [| going to discard them because there's no evidence to support

24 [| chen.

2 l MR. NOZICK: Judge, there is -- other than one

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1 [|cooperator saying ir, there would be no evidence to support it.

2 [| 5+ 1s uniikery we would prevair on that by a preponderance. If

3 [fsx was something where we has two, three, four, five people

4 [[ e12ing ue thar, 1 would be going forvard on it and pushing it.

s THE COURT: Okay. I'm going to sustain the objection

& [| so everything that ts contained in objection number four in

7 [| socument 1475, and that keys back to paragraphs 33 chroush 41.

8 [= sotng to order those stricken from the presentence

s| epore --

10 THE PROBATION OFFICER: Yes, Judge.

1 THE COURT: -- as just not being substantiated.

12 [| There's no evidence to support them, and I will not cake those

13 [| into account in my ultimate disposition of the case.

1 I'11 just state, for the record, those are the kind of

15 [| things that -- 1 mean, you, Mr. Nozick, certainly should know

15 [| those are the king of things that resonate with me that are

17 fl important in, sort of, telling the whole story of who is in

15 || front of me. I appreciate the candor, that if you can't prove

15|| se, you can't prove se.

20 Okay. So based on all of those findings, then the

21 [| guidelines -- well, there is, of course, the issue of

22 [| acceptance of responsibility, which isn't delineated in the

23 [|acdendun but which resulted from actions that took place after

24| the addendun was put together, and then it's reflected in the

25| enizd addendum to the presentence report.

Stacy L. Dronosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
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1 So for acceptance, the burden is on the defendant because

2|| it is a downward movement in the guidelines. nd so,

3 [| #r. adams, why done you te1d me what you intend to do as it

4 [| rerates to thar sssue.

5 MR. ADAMS: Judge, with respect to acceptance, we

6 [| verseve shar ur. xetty has satisriea che requirements under

7 [351.1 se prea guiley timely, and the court aid admonish him

6 [lat the change of pica if ne were to commit another crime while

9 [| on bond acceptance could be revoked. part of the colloguy aid

10 || say, though, we interpret it to be crimes related to this case.

1 He pled guilty to the 2015 case in 2016, and from 2016

12 || through early 2021, he was a model defendant. He was on bond.

13|| no violations. I think there was one early on in the case, but

14 [| after that, he cooperated fully and truthfully and honestly

15|[wich the government, accepted his responsibility for his

16 |[ actions to which he pled guilty in this case.

1 The charged conduct out of D.C. is unrelated to anything
18 [with the Latin Kings or related to any drug conspiracy. It is

19|| our position based on his conduct before this Court as it

20 [| relates to cooperation with the government and the information

21 [| ne provided and his own admissions of guilt related to his

22 [| conduct in this case to the probation office and to the

23 [| government 1s that he fully accepted responsibility with

24 || respect to this case 2:15-CR-72; and, therefore, he should

25 [|st412 get the benefit of the three points for acceptance of

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CAR, RMR
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3 || responsiniticy.
2 THE CouRT: ALL right.
3 Mr. Nozick, do you want to respond?
4 MR. NOZICK: Yes, Judge. 1 think -- respectfully, I
5|| understand derendant's arguments, but I think he's, sort of,
6|| contrating a number of different issues here. As far as
7 [| cooperation, the government is still standing by its 5k motion.
6|| 12's under seal, bur the Court has named it a sk motion. The
s|| government is standing by that, and he has been fully

10|| cooperative.
1 However, there is nothing in the plea agreement, nothing
12|| in the plea colloquy = when he's admonished and warned that
13|| you can 1ose acceptance of responsibility points for new
14 || crininal conduct, there's nothing in that that links it to
15|| criminal conduct related to this case.
16 As this Court knows, there are people who go -= you could
17 || be in on == you could be pending a bank robbery and test
16|| positive for drugs and lose acceptance of responsibility.
1 Now, that would be, sort of, a chintzy case of someone
20 [| 10sing acceptance of responsibility. And, you know, to be
21 [| candid, 1 might feel sheepish arguing for it. I might not
22 [argue for st.
23 If this Court is wondering, are there situations where
24|| someone commits new criminal conduct where you haven't argued
25|| or 103s of acceptance of responsibility? Yes, there has been.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 © stacy_drohoskydinnd.uscourts.gov
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1 | re so in che courts discretion, and, cbeicusiy, the government

2 [| has discretion whether we wan: someone to lose accapranze of

3 [| responsibirsey.

s So let me say that it is of no import that the new

5 [| criminal conduct is unrelated to this case, rignzz We wsulan'r

6 [[ ve nere -- sf ne robbed a bank white out on bona, we wouldn'e

7 [| ve saying, well, that bank robbery has nothing to do with the

8 [| kings or the drug conspiracy. So 1 think the cours can

9 [|agree -- unless you have concern about it, I think the Court

10 [can agree thar it's immaterial whether or not the new criminal

11 [| conduct is related to this case or not.

12 Defense didn't argue it, but if this Court is concerned,

13 [| wei, he's only charged with misdemeanors, he's not charged

14 lush a new felony, I think it probably goes without saying that

15 [| the government views what he is charged with extremely serious.

16 He was a part -- I'm not saying the driving part, I'm not

17 [ saying he was violent, but he was part of a violent

18 [| tnsurrection on our nation's Capitol, an attack on our nation's

19|| capitol, while Congress was meeting. And the intent of that

20 || snsurrection == I can't get in his mind -- but the intent of

21 [| the insurrection was to disrupt the peaceful transfer of power

22 [| in our democracy. That is as serious -- to me, that is much

23 [|moxe serious than many felonies.

24 And he has done a lot of good, and we are going to talk

25 [| about the good in a while. And I'm mot saying that this wipes

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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2 25S7e9eenia lvadingatheicion toibt itn my mind /ioaen
22: | #ozecongeening, its Seismonting rents tnsy hanpureh ations
23. | nententa canteoti suiges sndintaieote. wate, cunt: 2 welltens,
20: | Sani enadisheiconphointiandl Sasheennishie spbaton chidonvt Bonin
25 | sheretasgstnnive els 'Slepuis ashioisistivatogintusten tu: btm
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1 | etn inside. hey can speak to thar. ke has a pending case.

2 [| they may not want to. But the government views it as egregious

3 [|whether stra charged as a felony or misdemeanor.

4 THE COURT: Mr. Adams.

5 MR. ADAMS: Thank you, Your Honor.

6 If we're going to take away acceptance for otner conduct

7 fl £275 going to almost double wr. relly's low end of tne

8[|guidelines, and then it becomes a question of whether he's

9 [| beng punished today for nis conduct in this criminal case, in

10 [[ the drug conspiracy which he pled guilty te, or if now he's

11 [| coing to be punished for pending charges thar have mot yet been

12 [| zesorved.
13 I think by withdrawing acceptance -- and he even

14 [| cooperated afcer he was charged in that case, so he's continued

15 [| to accept responsibility I think as it's defined in 381.1. By

16 [| taking away acceptance of responsibility, I think it sets a

17 [[ bag == or it sets a precedent that you can still cooperate but

18 [| verze still not going to give you acceptance no matter how much

19 [| information you do give.

20 And I do recognize that the government has not withdrawn

21 || their sx and they are still going forward with thar. so cur

22|| response to the government's position is that we're starting to

23| punish nr. kelly based on other conduct, not on his conduct

24| rerated to this case.

25 THE COURT: ALL right.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 ~ stacy_dzohoskylinnd.uscourts.gov
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1 Do you want to say anything else? I thought you were

2 [| stgnating to me.

3 MR. NOZICK: Just very briefly, Judge.

4 I know this Court =- you said many times you take a

5 [I holistic approach and you come up with a sentence that you

6 [[ verieve to ve just.

3 Regardless of the effect on the guidelines, he should lose

8 [|acceptance of responsibility and this Court, in its discretion,

¢ [Iwill weigh the factors, 3553 factors, and come up with a

10 [| sentence that it believes to be just. And you're going to hear

11 [la 10t about the positive that he's done from the defense, and

12 [| you're going to hear a lot of the positive he has done from the

13 [| government. That doesn't change the fact that he should lose

14 [| acceptance of responsibility for the criminal conduct that he's

15 [| done, Judge.

16 This Court is well aware, right -- we're having hearings

17 [| in washington today on the effect -- the egregious conduct and

18 [| the effect of that on our nation. He needs to lose acceptance,

19 [| ana then we can deal with a final sentence at the end.

20 THE COURT: All right. I overrule the objection. I

21 fl do not believe that the defendant is entitled to acceptance of

22 |f responsibility.

23 He came in and pled guilty back in 2017, and I'm very

24 || meticulous, I think, at my plea hearings when I question the

25 || defendants. and 1 go through the plea agreement and I talk to

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
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1 || then about the value of acceptance of responsibility, and 1

2 [always give them the example that == especially for people who

3 [laze out on bond where there's a substantial risk, but even for

4[ pecpie who are in custody, I tell them: Let's say, for

5 [[ exempre, you assault another inmate next week, heaven forbid,

6 [lor ££ you are our on bond, if you go out and commit another

7 [f crime. 1 te11 them that that might be an example that would

8 [|zes1ect somebody who is really mot fully expressing contrition,

¢| not fully accepting responsivility for their criminal behavior.

0 And, of course, the guidelines themselves support that in

11 [|app1ication Note 13 to 321.1 when it states that -- you know,

12 [lone of the data points on whether or not somebody has accepted

13 || responsibility is whether they have voluntarily terminated or

14 [[ witharawn from criminal conduct or association, and so that's,

15 [fof course, why I specifically tell defendants, listen, you've

16 [| got to nina your Ps and 0s and turn square corners until

17 || sentencing and then you're going to be rewarded for that, as a

18 [| way to incentivize them to tow the line.

13 We'll talk about this a little bit later. This isn't the

20 [| sentencing for what you did in Washington. I'm cognizant of

21 [| that. But 1 also don't operate in a vacuum either. And it is

22 [| really breathtaking. It's breathtaking to me that somebody who

23 [| is, you xnow, 30 cays away from facing a federal judge in a

24 [| courtroom for a serious drug conspiracy and knowing that that

25 [| date was looming, knowing that and fully appreciating it, that

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RHR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_dzohoskylinnd.uscourts.gov
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1 [f you would think that it's a good idea to, one, mot -- to tell

2 [| magistrate Judge Rodovich that you were going to Dallas. I'11

3 [| near from you. and maybe that was some misunderstanding.

4 But throughout this case, you were released —- and

5 || probably one of the only defendants that was released

6 [| pretrial == but, you know, Mr. mozick in his discretion and the

7 [ magistrate susge thought that this defendant was worth taking

8| that chance on, despite there being a presumption that would be

3|| a presumption of detention, but fair enough.

10 And then throughout the many years since you were first

11 [[ ozought into the case, on many tines we gave you a wide berth

12 [| because I think it was == you were demonstrating straighting to

13 [us to Magistrate Judge Rodovich and to me, that you were kind

14 [| of neading in the right direction. Wow, this is real positive.

1s I think you were originally on home detention. That was

16|| removed. You repeatedly asked for permission to travel around

17 [| the country. we repeatedly gave you that permission because it

18 || seemed 1ike what you were doing was positive and you were

19 [| gecting some traction, and terrific.

20 One thing I know for sure, whether you were lying when you

21 [| tod sudge Rodovich you were going to Dallas when you really

22 | intended to go to Washington, what I know for certain is you

23 [| did not ask for permission to go to Washington, and that's mot

24 || reflected on the record, despite having many times before asked

25 [| for permission to travel.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3862 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1 I know you want to talk to me. You are going to be given

2 [la a1) opportunity to address me.

3 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir.

4 THE COURT: But it's really breathtaking to think

5 [| that in that environment that you would think it's a good idea

6[| to 0 to washington. And I don't know what role you played

7 [|exactiy, but 1 can believe my ying eyes here.

8 THE DEFENDANT: © understand.

° THE COURT: And I have photos of you on the wall of

10 [| the capitol waiving an American flag. It's just the most

11 [| ironic thing. The irony of that is so amazing to me. I can't

12 [leven put it in = there's no words in our lexicon to describe

13 [f that szony.

14 And then pictures in the rotunda of you up on a pedestal

15 [fof one of our rounding Fathers, I suppose. I don't recognize

16 [uno st is. And then having the temerity or the, maybe,

17 [| arrogance to post these things on your social media feed and to

16 [be proud of it.

19 I don't know, man, it's really disturbing to me. It's

20 [| really disturbing. So I don't think in any -- there's no way

21 [| in good conscience that 1 can say that you have voluntarily

22 [| withdrawn from criminal behavior when you did these things.

23 [| that would be crazy, that decision, in my opinion.

2 And the fact that these are only misdemeanors, I can't

25 [| even get my mind around that; but perhaps that's the only thing

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohoskylinnd.uscourts.gov
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1 THE COURT: I thought you had maybe --

2 MR. NOZICK: I have Task Force Officer Gootee if the

3|f court needed anything clarified. I don't believe that I'm

4 [| going to be calling him. You are granting the government's

5 [ motion. 1 you have concern about the levels, perhaps I could

6|| adaress ix, or we could talk to Task Force officer Gootee, but

7 || ac this point no witnesses.

5 I believe the defense has witnesses on the phone, perhaps,

9|| ane 1 wit just nave argument.

10 THE COURT: Okay.
1 So, Mr. Adams, I was told that you do have some witnesses

12 [| who are 1istening in who wish to be heard on the defendant's

13 [[ benares 1s chat rignes
4 MR. ADAMS: Yes, Your Honor. Thank you for making

15 |[ che accommodation.

16 THE COURT: Sure. Why don't we do that first. Why

17| don't you tell me who these people are, and I will call upon

18 || them, and which order you would like them to speak.

15 MR. ADAMS: The first witness is Anthony Russo,
20 [| R-u-5-5-0; second witness is Katie Fitsusis, P-I-T-S-U-S-I-S;

21|| che 1asc witness is a pastor, Jay == I believe the last name is

22| caraway.

23 THE COURT: Calaway?

2 MR. ADAMS: Yes, Your Honor. I believe they are on

25 [| the 1ine.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1 THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Russo, are you on the phone

2| there, sixz

3 (No audible response.)

4 MR. ADAMS: I believe he was muted.

s THE COURT: I think he has to unmute it.

6 MR. RUSSO: I am, Judge. Thank you.

? THE COURT: Good morning, Mr. Russo. I'm going to

8 [l ask you to raise your right hand so that you can be sworn in.

5 [ly assistant nere will swear you in, okay.

10 (The oath was administered.)

1 MR. RUSSO: I do.

12 THE COURT: Okay.

13 Mr. Adams, I didn't know if you were going to, Sort of,

14 [[ question him or just allow him to take the floor and be heard.

15 MR. ADAMS: If it's okay with the Court, I believe he

16 [| wanted to make a statement, if that's okay.

17 THE COURT: Oh, sure. That's fine.

18 Mr. Russo, why don't you tell me who you are, how you know

15 [| ur. kelly, and then I'm happy to hear anything that you wish to

20 [[say on his benare.

2 MR. RUSSO: Thank you, Judge. Thank you, again, for

22 [| allowing me to make a statement on behalf of Kash. My name is

23 [| Anthony Russo. I'm the founder of #BeTheChange, Kash's friend,

24 [[ business partner, and to his newest child, Nova's godfather.

2s THE COURT: Okay.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1| artving to move her to michigan. Him and I talked and grew

2 [| closer, and it wasn't about politics. It was about creating

3 [| positive change and heiping people.

4 With that, Kash was 100 percent honest about his past, his

5 [| acknowiedgnent for his previous actions and those that we heard

6 [| about again today as long ago as these were. But at the same

7 || ime, he was incredibly thankful for where he had come from:

o [ana 1 xnow this may beg the question of responsibility, but he

5 [| knows ne now nas the abiriry wich nis changes to be able to

10 [[ speak and be heard by anyone, including the gangbanger wanting

11 [| to set out of that 1ife all the way up to the 78-year-old woman

12 [| 100king for someone that just speaks to her and feels like

13 [| shes not atone.

1s He has potential that most don't have to speak to

15 [| everyone. 1r's a gifr and a blessing that I don't have the

16 [[ ability for. His innate ability was forged from his mistakes

17 [| and previousty fiaued 1ife that allows us no matter how == no

18 || matter what our flaws are, we can relate, and we get to see the

19 [| 500d in humanity and potential in our iives

20 Your Honor, I ask you: What's the purpose of going to

21 [| prisons 1s it just serving time, or is it to become the man

22 || kash nas become? To make someone the father that he is to his

23 [[ chitdren, to become the human that causes people to write

24 |[ 1etters that say, without you, I would not be here today, and

25|| to say, you got me through 2020, which is what we all know is

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RNR
(219) 852-3462- stacy_drohoskylinnd.uscourts.gov
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1 | ariving to move her to michigan. Him and I talked and grew

2 [leroser, and st wasn't about poritics. it was abour creating

3 || positive change and nelping people.

: With that, Kash was 100 percent honest about his past, his

5 ||acknowiedgment for nis previous actions and those that we heard

6 [| about again today as rong ago as these were. But at the same

7 [| came. ne was incredibry thankrui for where he had come from;

8 [lana 1 xnow this may beg the question of responsibility, but he

9 [| knows ne now nas the abirity with nis changes to be able to

10|| speak and be heard by anyone, including the gangbanger wanting

11 || to get out of that life all the way up to the 78-year-old woman

12 [| 100king for someone that just speaks to her and feels like

13 || she's not atone.

14 He has potential that most don't have to speak to

15 || everyone. 1t's a gift and a blessing that I don't have the

16 [[abiricy for. mis innate ability was forged from his mistakes

17 [| and previousiy flawed 1ife that allows us no matter how == no

18 [[matter what our flaws are, we can relate, and we get to see the

19 [| good in humanity and potential in our lives.

20 Your Honor, I ask you: What's the purpose of going to

21 [[ prison? 1s it just serving time, or is it to become the man

22 [[ kash has become? To make someone the father that he is to his

23 [|chitdren, to become the human that causes people to write

24 [[ 1etters that say, without you, I would not be here today, and

25 [| to say, you got me through 2020, which is what we all know is

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
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1 || the worst year shat any of us have probably ever lived throush.

2 I know you received a large number of letters, letters

3 [| eras 1itezatny reminded me what we are doing together, Kash ana

s Jz. 1s maxing a airzerence, most of which we nad to sens

s [|aizectry. Because of the direction of counsel, we were

6|| suggested to oniy send two, wnien 1 fing cada.

7 Fe had to -- we vers supposed to leave out the ones about

&| ceachers impacting their students with xasn's woras, people

5| choosing to turn their 1ives back to God, pecpie saying they

10 || nad quit their nursing sobs, siven up, they were hopeless anil

11 || they neare nin speak, and, ves, even those thar would nave

12 || committed suicide and wouldn't be here in this horrible year

13 || char was 2020. mis impact, now that 1 nave read aii of these,

15 [[ 12 tazser than 1 even imagined.
15 Kash's children are some of the most amazing kids I have

16 [[ ever mec. zhey'ze fun, brighe, energetic, and insanely
17 [[ zespecteuts and, yes, we xnow that kash has a lot of kids. He

15 |[nas a large brood. Each one of them ars unique. Zach one of

15 || chem intensely loves their father, all sight of his own

20 [| cnizdzen anc che ones that ne helps raise. Let him come home

21 [co chen.

22 for anything that I can ask, for Kash to not leave the

23 | mouse for a tong time. They will actually enjoy that. Taking

24 [nim avay, 1 suse == sx ures.

2s People should be accountable for their crimes, no doubt;

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(215) 852-3462 - stacy_drohoskydinnd.uscourts.gov



1 [| but as we nave heard today, hes been cooperative, followed the

2 [| requests of the court, made a plea, and done everything asked.

3 [| and he nas nad one actual parole violation, which we brought

4 ||up. ana that was vecause == and 1'n sorry to say ir, and 1 hate

5 [|cetrecting minima) blame, but whether ir was the defense or

€ [| prosecution, somebody made an error because I don't understand

7 [| where 1osic would say why would Kash only ask for 16 hours to

8 [l reave town. 1 was on the other ine with nin when he got

2 [loranted permission. 1 think we all heard that mentioned

10 [fearrser.

nu I just == I had to touch on it because I think it's

12 [unfair, and 1 think it's part of the new issues that become an

13 [| seectogical political discussion, and I don't think that's fair

14 [[here. Although this ts just the sentencing phase, this is a

15 [[ huge 1ssue, as his own team possibly is the reason why he has

16 [[ not been able to prepare for this day on the outside with his

17 [| family because 1 do know that he did request the proper amount

18 [for time

13 I hope -- although these are questionable mistakes, I hope

20 [| the words that wiki, his pastor, and me, and, of course Kash,

21 || have to say today hold as much weight as humanly possible. I

22 [| do feel as though Kash has felt alone in this with his legal

23 ean.

2 We have been the ones in communication with Kash. We have

25 [| been the ones video chatting. We have been the ones listening

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 - stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1 [| to xasn's own requests. His counsel did not want to set up a

2 || video char with Kash. The day before nis hearing Kash tried to

3|| speak to nim, and mis call was not answered. I hope this won't

4 [| be needed, bur 1 want st sad on the record as 1 believe some

5 [| shins nave not been fair to kash at this potnt. But I don't

6 [| want to deriect anymore because 1 do believe in

7| sere-responsiniisey.

® For me, I Rave to be totally honest, this year was very

s||nara for me. In the past, nave headed a very successful
10 [| company, had a ton of friends, and traveled the country. And I

11 || nave been a part of the event world, which as we ail know,

12 || everything was taken away this year. And for the first time in

13 [my 152e, 1 felt alone. Add the division in this country, the

13 [| 108s of friendships, Kash became my best friend and vice versa,

15 [f £ nope.
16 Somehow some guy from a completely different part of the

17 [| country ana aiererent background became such close friends that

18 || 1 ended up becoming his newest daughter's godfather. This is

15 || wnat our country, change, and progress in supposed to look

20 [[ 1ke. This is the positive that comes from souls like Kash.

21 [[without Kash, I would have been alone, facing depression, and

22 [[ wich nim 1 have a brother and unconditional love that could

23 [| pull me out of very dificult times.

23 If he is what we all need, why would it be justice to put

25 || nin away for any period of time? Thank you so much for your

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462  stacy_drohosky@innd.uscourts.gov
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1 [ eine. vour monor. that's ani 1 nave.

2 THE COURT: Thank you very much, Mr. Russo. If you

3 [| wourc, prease mute your phone again, bur 1 greatly appreciate

a [fe

5 I should ask: Mr. Nozick, do you have any questions for

6 [rr russor

7 MR. NOZICK: I do not.

6 THE COURT: Okay. So, again, Mr. Russo thanks so

9 [[ much for your words, and, you know, if you would, please, mute

10 [[ your phone again.

1 RIL right. Ms. Fitusis, can you hear me, ra'am?

12 us. FITUSIS: Hello.

13 THE COURT: Ms. Fitusis, can you hear me?

14 MS. FITUSIS: Yes, I can hear you.

15 THE COURT: Okay. Good morning, ma'am. Let me just

16 [ask you, if you would, state and spell your name and tell me

17| how you xnow ur. Kerry.

18 Ms. FITUSIS: My name is Niki Fitusis; N-I-K-T; F, as

19|| in frank, 1-1, as in Tom, U-s, as in Sam, 1-5, as in Sam. And

20 [| 1 volunteer for the streetlights Unity Movement, and Kash is my

21 [| £riend. And I work for him = I volunteer for him and Anthony

22 [| for streetlights and sBernechange.

23 THE COURT: Okay. I will give you a few minutes now

24 [| to tell me anything that you wish to tell me that you think is

25 [| germane to my undertaking today.

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
(219) 852-3462 ~ stacy_drohoskyéinnd.uscourts.gov
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2 [| vex sor the cportamity to speak on benalt of wr. Kelly.

3 i In order for my friendship and working relationship to

3 i make sense, I have to go back a bit to the beginning of 2020.

€ { Prosecutor's Office for over 29 years. I worked as a victim

| seen snereatren, 5 sav a wives of mash. 7 hops following

19 J work witn Anthony and they needed volunteers for the

12 fl new ne vas recratues by the fatin Kings. He salked openly |

18 H yosth sc they kacw they have other options. He talked about

ir) Iimebe
25 Dasn avsss wave Fant 4ateth; ghtent, gricicitons st i onus
7 6 ve 5 mare ot Shek hangman ts BewiouslErtorinitbioen:
2 Shoes var seresbing tn bin thes 1 ote wnt weTE Fei te
1h ers steviant snmp medias Ries
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1| eventually, we just started working closely together. I mer

2 [J ertkas 1 met the kids. 1 went to his house. We had a bonfire.

3 Having worked in the criminal courts, I can say that Kash

4 [nes and is doing what he can to do better and be a better man

5 [and father. : have spent time with Kash registering people to

€ [Ivore. we spent time looking for a building for our first

7 [| streetiighes building here in take County. We have even gone

¢ [|szocery shopping together. we've been on zoom calls together.

3 [| © spent time with him and Erika and the children, and it's just

10 [| amazing to see a man who came from a very different life than I

11 [| grew up from.

12 I grew up with two immigrant Greek parents and two parents

13 [| in the household, and his life was very different. Much like

14 [| anthony, it's == even though we are 15 minutes apart -- I live

15 [| in crown Point; he's in Hammond -- it was worlds away. And it

16 [| was just amazing to me that our worlds just came to together.

17 I've seen a lot of defendants over a 29-year span, but I

18|| can't speak of anyone who has helped himself to be a better

15| person than Kash. He works daily to be better.

20 I have never seen anyone start a movement for God, unity,

21 [land 1ove. He has brought people from all over the world

22 [| together.

23 Kash supports our law enforcement, and I think so many

24 |[ people find it so ironic because of his past and because he was

| 25 [la Latin king. He encourages people to, you know, quote,

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
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1 [| over 32 years.

2 THE COURT: Pastor Calaway, I neglected to do this

3 [| wich ws. Fitusis, but 1 don't think anybody is going to give us

4 [| 2 hare time here, but can 1 ask you to raise your right hand to

5 [| ve sworn in, sir.

6 MR. CALAWAY: Yes.

7 THE COURT: Noel.

8 (The oath was administered.)

° MR. CALAWAY: Ido.

10 THE COURT: All right. Pastor Calaway, the floor is

11| yours. 1°11 near from you, sir.

12 MR. CALAWAY: Okay. So, as I stated, I've been the

13 || pastor of The Gate in Hammond, Indiana, located on Sohl Avenue

14 |[ tn downtown Hammond. The church has been on this street for

15|| over a hundred years, and I have been the pastor of the church

16 || for over 32 years.

17 Back, oh, 20, 25 years ago we started a program called

18 [| adopt a Block. It was in the area of Sohl Street, and through

19 [| the course of what is known as Jacob Square now, and we would

20 [[ go in each week and clean up the streets, and just go to

21 |f (indiscernible), and I met Kash over 20 years ago.

22 THE COURT REPORTER: Judge, can you ask him to slow

23 |f down.

24 THE COURT: Yes.

25 sir, honestly, we're having a very, very difficult time

Stacy L. Drohosky, FCRR, CRR, RMR
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1 [| srserstansing you. so 1 need you to speak really slowly and

2 [I more creariy vecause my cour: reporter is really struggling,

3 lane so an 1, framaiy, in fully, sort of, consuming what you are

4 fl saving. okey.

5 MR. CALAWAY: Oh, yes. I apologize. Is that better

6 [movr can you near ze now?

% THE COURT: Yeah. Just make sure you get right into

¢ [lene phone. And if you are on the speaker, take it off of

s [| speaker.

10 MR. CALAWAY: Okay. Great. I will do that.

un Hello?

12 THE COURT: Okay. You may proceed.

12 MR. CALAWAY: Okay. Great.

4 THE COURT: Oh, boy. He may have cut himself off

15 [| enere.

16 Pastor Calaway, are you there?

1 DEPUTY CLERK: Yelanie is calling hin.

18 THE COURT: Okay.

18 Pastor Calaway, are you there now, sir?

20 oh, boy.

2 Pastor Calaway, are you there?

22 MR. CALAWAY: Yes, I am here nox.

23 THE COURT: Okay. We lost you there, sir.

2 MR. CALAWAY: I am so sorry. I have moved to a

25|| better place. Hopefully, my signal is better now.
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3 {reingind yoda spent wns wpe. sig, dvs
: wa aan Gay. ALL righ.

: WA. GRAAE: Of. fo Tn noc suse shes © ins:

7 [sc on ene street. ne vas part of our ensraents soup ans
¢ [| ascer-schoor presen as wets as tinsiscerniier. Ho vouta bo
3 sare of sang of our sttterens progress, ant so 2 hove bese the

a And even though Kash would stay away and go and do the
2 | hinge that ve nave atdressed hese soday sicenty and co that
13 | raven nis qutiey sien, ne nas atsays come sack to his faith

16| se. suanes tour honor, 1 reatiy betes thas Kash dons
17 [scan setore you co pay tor nis tnstscrestons totay, but 1 00

20 [|oues of thw commenter, ant te sas sitet satue to she communtiy.

22 [0 me temiry.
2 2 understand that we mist pay for our mistakes of our
24 || sorts ant 2 atouisetione shure son ghee tor whose ene nave
25 [| raven vo repene ant move covert o erver set, ont 1 betters
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1 fl thav's exactiy what Kesh has done. in this case, he has

2| repented. te has cone clean, and he has accepted

3 || responsibility. And he continues to move toward making himself

4 [| ane chose around him better.

5 And through the course of the last few months, I have been

6 [| in constant contact with xash, been a part of walking through

7 [f accountabsiity and times when he just needed advice or ne nad

¢ [| spoken to me. He calls me. I'm at his -- he's at my disposal,

9 [| ane 1'm at nis, as his pastor. And he does follow when I give

10 [nim -- when 1 give him direction and guidance.

un THE COURT: Okay. Thank you, very much, pastor. I

12 [much appreciate it. If you would mute your phone so we are not

13 || getting any background noise, I would appreciate it, okay.

14 Okay. Mr. Adams, as the lawyer for the defendant, is

15 [| there anything that you wish to say on his benalf before I

16 [| sencence nim?

17 MR. ADAMS: Yes, Your Honor. Thank you.

18 THE COURT: Sure.

19 MR. ADAMS: I think the theme today, especially in

20 [| the briefing and also through the witnesses and the letters the

21 [| court nas received, has been renabilitation and, 1 think,

22 [| redemption to some point.

23 Mr. Kelly, his last case prior to the 2015 Indictment, was

24 [| 2009. He was a teenager, and I think it's significant after

25 [| 2009 he has no contact with the criminal justice system until
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1| this case is indicted. and even at the time he was indicted,

2 [| ne was not a member of the Latin Kings. He did give up that

3 [| 1itestyre. He turned away from it.

: I think he's tried very hard to become a different person

5 [| than the teenage boy that he was. He's a man now. He's a

6 [| father. and 1 think -- I know fatherhood changes people. It

7 [| changes how they took at life, now they look at their own

© [| actions and what actions they go, how it affects their

3||chiraren. now me's not living for himself anymore. He's

10 [| 18ving for people that are very dependent on him and can't

11 [| depend on themselves.

12 I think based on all of these people that have contacted

13 [| tne court, ne's had a positive impact on them in terms of his

14 [| speaking about loving each other, unity, respect of law

15 [| enforcement, respect of authority.

15 I think he also -- Judge, I think it's important not just

17 [| to 100k at what he's doing now but look at the person he came

18 [| from. And in the PSI it details a very, very, very traumatic

19 [| chitdnood, and 1'm talking about paragraphs 57, 56, and $5.

20 His father was murdered when he was very young, and I

21 [| think as a young boy, the impact that has on somebody I think

22 || 4s -- it can't be counted; it can't be measured. And I think

23 || the fact that Kash is now a dedicated father himself speaks

24 [| volumes about the person that he has become and that he's not

25 [| che same person that was in the Latin Kings that was dealing
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